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Get discounts for books you like delivered directly to your inbox. We'll have a different book every week and share exclusive offers that you won't find anywhere else. Expand your business knowledge and reach your entrepreneurial potential with the exclusive advantages of Entrepreneur Insider. For only $5 per month, get access to
premium content, webinars, an ad-free experience, and more! In addition, it enjoys a free subscription of the magazine Emprenedor of 1 year. Entrepreneur Store scours the web for the latest software, gadgets and web services. Explore our gift deals, packages, Pay What You Want deals and more. Lifewire uses cookies to provide you
with a great user experience. By using Lifewire, you agree to our use of cookies. Jump to the main contentRD.COM Arts &amp;& amp; EntertainmentEn a series called Pencil Vs. Camera, artist Ben Heine perfectly combines sketches and photography to create cool scenesEn a series called Pencil Vs. Camera, artist Ben Heine perfectly
combines sketches and photography to create scenes of fresh donkeys, kids playing, cityscapes— what do you have. The result? A smile on his face, thanks to a unique and witty artistic style. Do you want to spend a few nice minutes? Flip through benheine.com.Image: Ben Heine © 2012 Originally published: June 22, 2012Originally
Posted in Reader's Digest Enjoy the best stories, tips and jokes! Updated 05-16-2020 by Computer Hope Instagram is a photo and social media sharing service. Users can take short photos or videos, and share them with their followers. Instagram posts can also be shared on other social networks, such as Facebook, Flickr and Twitter.
Similar to Facebook, Instagram displays content in a feed format. When the user scrolls to see photos, the new ones are chosen by an algorithm and added at the end of the feed. The result is an endless stream of content, customized for the user. Casual abbreviations for Instagram's Tip Casual include Insta, IG and Gram. Accessing
Instagram is free to join and use. The service is primarily designed for mobile devices using the iOS, Android or Fire OS app. On a computer, Instagram can be accessed on the Instagram website. The Instagram instagram story was created by Kevin Systrom and Mike Krieger and was first released in October 2010. Instagram had more
than 30 million registered user accounts in April 2012, and users had uploaded more than 100 million photos in July 2011. In April 2012, Systrom sold Instagram to Facebook for a billion dollars in cash and stock. Additional Instagram Story terms and features – a story accessible for 24 hours. A story can include photos, videos, text, links
to sites and interactive responses and surveys for the interaction of followers. Users can also swipe up on a story to reply about direct message. To access a user's story, tap their profile picture when a bright ring appears around them. Instagram filters: Similar to those found on Snapchat, Instagram filters use AR to add visual photos and
videos found in a story. Direct messages: Instagram's built-in private messaging service. For DM a user, use the paper airplane icon at the top right corner of the app's homepage. DM conversations can include multiple users, and stories can be shared privately through DM conversations. Instagram Live – a live streaming service available
through a user's story. Users can receive and respond to feedback in real time via live streams of Instagram and allow other users to join, showing two video feeds from the camera simultaneously. Instagram TV – Also known as IGTV, Instagram TV is a feature included in the app to watch videos longer than 1 minute. Unlike traditional
Instagram videos, Instagram TV includes video controls, such as pausing and rubbing through the video. Videos on IGTV can be up to 60 minutes in length. TipUsing the desktop website, most of the same features are available as the mobile app. Instructions for accessing these features can be applied to your desktop site or app. Related
Pages App, Mobile Terms, Computer Abbreviations, FOMO, Smartphone, Social Network Instagram is one of the largest and most popular social networks, but must change and adapt continuously to keep users interested. Gone are the days when it was just a simple little app to share photos with vintage filters. Today, it has all sorts of
hidden features that are not as discovered through casual use. Here are 12 Instagram tricks and tips you should know. RichVintage / Getty Images We all know trolls love Instagram. Just take a look at any post from a user with over 10,000 followers and you're almost guaranteed to stumble upon at least one very bad comment. Instagram
now allows users to hide inappropriate comments by filtering out certain customizable keywords. To use this feature, go to user settings from your profile, scroll down through the options, and then tap Comment controls in the Settings section to block comments from specific users, hide offensive comments, and manually create filters for
specific words or phrases. The introduction of Stories was quite the no-nosed move by Instagram. Like Snapchat, they are meant to end in a few seconds. If you turn your head or area while watching a story, you can miss the content. Luckily for you, you don't have to see a story again if you miss it. To pause a story, just tap and hold. To
relax again, tap the top left of the screen (below the photo and username of the user's profile). To quickly forward through multiple of a user, just tap the screen. And to skip an entire user's stories, swipe left. solidcolours / Getty Images What happens on Instagram is that it is too easy and attractive to follow hundreds (possibly even
thousands) of users, making it difficult to find the stories worth watching. But if you don't want to stop following users whose stories you're not interested in, what can you do? Instagram allows you to mute any stories so they don't show up in your feed. Just tap and hold any user's small profile photo bubble in the Stories feed and select the
mute option from the menu that appears at the bottom of the screen. This fades your bubble and pushes you to the end of food, which you can navigate to and swap at any time you want. Tero Vesalainen\Getty Images By default, Instagram allows all your followers to respond to your stories. If you have a very popular account and are not
interested in being bombarded by a flood of messages from a lot of complete strangers, you can change these settings. Access user settings from your profile and select Status Settings in the Account section. Here, you can configure message replies so that only followers you follow can respond. Alternatively, you can turn them off
completely. hocusfocus/iStock/GettyImagesPlus If your Instagram account is public, anyone can see your stories if they navigate to your profile and tap your photo. You may also have certain followers who you don't want to see your stories for whatever reason. Go to your story settings to enter the usernames of the people you want to
hide your stories from. You can also hide your stories from anyone when you're on their profile by tapping the three dots in the top right corner of their profile and selecting the Hide your story option from the menu that appears. Boomerang and Layout are two of the other Instagram apps you can download for free and use them to improve
your photo posts. Boomerang allows you to create a gif post with short, subtle (but soundless) moves, while Layout lets you combine multiple photos as collage into one post. If you already have these apps downloaded to your device, you can access them from within Instagram. When you tap the Camera tab on Instagram to upload a
new photo or video from your library, look for the small Boomerang icon (which looks like an infinite sign) and the Design icon (similar to a collage) in the post viewer, which takes you directly to any of these apps. Instagram editing tools. Evi Abeler Instagram currently has plenty of different filters to choose from. Many users tend to favor
only one couple, and it can be a pain to scroll through them to find their favorite when you are in a rush to post something. You can sort the filters so that the ones you use most are there at the beginning. Just scroll to the end of the filter menu and tap the Manage box that appears at the end. You can hide certain filters completely by
unchecking them, or you can drag and drop the ones you like the most at the top of the list. Whether you follow too many users or not do this to the end through your feed or you always want to be among the first to see a specific person post as soon as possible, you can set up notifications every time they publish to avoid losing anything.
To turn on input notifications, tap the three dots in the top right-hand corner of any user's post or profile, and then tap and Turn on message notifications. You can turn them off again anytime you want. When it comes to let your friends know about another user's post that you want them to see, the general trend is to tag them in a
comment. The friend gets a notification that they were tagged on a site so they can check it out. The problem with this trend is that friends who get a lot of likes and comments and still may not see who tagged them in a post you want them to see. A better way to share someone else's site with them is by direct messaging with it, which is
easy to do by tapping the arrow button under anywhere and selecting the friends you want to send it. A smartphone showing an Instagram profile. Like Facebook pages, Instagram now has profiles for companies where you can market to your audience and engage with them. If you're already using a normal Instagram profile to market
your business or organization, you don't have to create a new account, you can change it immediately in a business account. Access user settings from your profile and tap Switch to business profile in the Account section. You can only do this if your profile is public. A company account puts a contact button at the top of your profile and
gives you access to analytics so you can see exactly how your Instagram marketing is paying off. Tap this heart (or double-tap the post) to let the poster know you liked it. But what if you want to go back to a certain place you used to like and don't remember where to find it? Instagram doesn't have a separate section for likes unlike other
social networks like Twitter. You can access them, though, if you know how. Go to your profile &gt; Settings &gt; account &gt; posts you liked. Grab the metaphorical magnifying glass to find even small emails in macOS Mail. StockUnlimited Instagram is mainly used on mobile devices, and sometimes these small screens don't really take
photos and videos of justice. That's why Instagram decided to introduce a zoom feature. Just pinch your index finger and thumb in the publishing area that you want to zoom in and out on the screen. You can also expand boomerang posts and videos. Thanks for leting us know! Tell us why! What!
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